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Pahawh Hmong is similar, but can be considered to divide syllables into either onset-rime or consonant-vowel
all consonant clusters and diphthongs are written with single letters ; as the latter, it is equivalent to an abugida
but with the roles of consonant and vowel reversed. Some abjads, like Arabic and Hebrew, have markings for
vowels as well. Chinese characters sometimes, as in signage, especially when signifying something old or
traditional, may also be written from right to left. None of these modern-day ways to complete the assignment
involve cursive writing, which makes it even harder for kids to practise the skill. The zhuyin phonetic glossing
script for Chinese divides syllables in two or three, but into onset , medial , and rime rather than consonant and
vowel. In many abugidas the modification is the addition of a vowel sign, but other possibilities are
imaginable and used , such as rotation of the basic sign, addition of diacritical marks and so on. The most
important and, to a degree, the only surviving modern logographic writing system is the Chinese one, whose
characters have been used with varying degrees of modification in varieties of Chinese , Japanese , Korean ,
Vietnamese , and other east Asian languages. Egyptian hieroglyphs were written either left to right or right to
left, with the animal and human glyphs turned to face the beginning of the line. However, since the meaning is
inherent to the symbol, the same logographic system can theoretically be used to represent different languages.
In Unicode, each character, in every language's writing system, is simplifying slightly given a unique
identification number, known as its code point. She predicts that school boards elsewhere in Nova Scotia will
follow suit. On computers[ edit ] In computers and telecommunication systems, writing systems are generally
not codified as such,[ clarification needed ] but graphemes and other grapheme-like units that are required for
text processing are represented by " characters " that typically manifest in encoded form. Its glyphs were
formed by pressing the end of a reed stylus into moist clay, not by tracing lines in the clay with the stylus as
had been done previously. The Greek alphabet and its successors settled on a left-to-right pattern, from the top
to the bottom of the page. Cuneiform was probably the earliest non-linear writing. We use verbal cues as we
form the letters, and visual cues to help align the letters within the writing lines. Vowels are not usually
marked in abjads. Instead, these transient systems serve as signals. The operating system intercepts and
converts those signals to the appropriate characters based on the keyboard layout and input method , and then
delivers those converted codes and characters to the running application software , which in turn looks up the
appropriate glyph in the currently used font file, and requests the operating system to draw these on the screen.
Graphic classification[ edit ] Perhaps the primary graphic distinction made in classifications is that of linearity.
In the Ge'ez script , for which the linguistic term abugida was named, the vowel modifications do not always
appear systematic, although they originally were more so. However, the grammatical differences between
Japanese and Chinese are significant enough that a long Chinese text is not readily understandable to a
Japanese reader without any knowledge of basic Chinese grammar , though short and concise phrases such as
those on signs and newspaper headlines are much easier to comprehend. The Japanese writing system includes
several distinct forms of writing including logography. Syllabaries are best suited to languages with relatively
simple syllable structure, such as Japanese. Other scripts are intermediate between the categories of alphabet,
abjad and abugida, so there may be disagreement on how they should be classified. Directionality[ edit ]
Overview of the writing directions used in the world See also: Right-to-left , Horizontal and vertical writing in
East Asian scripts , Bi-directional text , and Mirror writing Scripts are also graphically characterized by the
direction in which they are written. It has been shown that even the Latin script has sub-character "features".
Our cursive style, I learned, is also particular to North America.


